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Dormitory Information 

Yamate South 
■Information 
Name: International Residence - Yamate South 
Check-in time: 9:00-17:00 
Address: 165, Takamine-cho, Showa-ku, Nagoya 466-0811, Japan 
Tel: +81-52-835-5575 (Dormitory Office) 
Monthly rent: 26,000 yen plus individual use of electricity. 
Facility: A/C, LAN cable, bed, bedding linens, closet, desk, chair, and desk lamp. The 
communal area is equipped with a shared kitchen, refrigerator, microwave oven, dining table, 
shower booths, vanity sinks, and washing machines. There are resident Japanese tutors. 
 
■Access 
From Chubu International Airport to the residence: 1 hour 30 min by train (1440yen) 
Take train Meitetsu Line from airport and get off at Kanayama station. (810 yen 25 min. plus 
360 yen if you take a rapid express). Transfer to Subway Meijo Line (purple line for 
Aratamabashi, Yagoto) from Kanayama station and get off at Yagotonisseki station. (270 yen 20 
min.) Take exit 2 at Yagotonisseki station and walk along the street (downslope, then upslope) 
passing Nagoya Daini Red Cross Hospital to your right. Then you will find International 
Residence Oumeikan Nagoya University (nine story building) on your right. Yamate South is 
located behind Oumeikan, so go pass the Oumeikan building and turn right into its drive way, 
you will see a parking area for bicycles in front. 
 
From Residence to School of Medicine (Tsurumai campus) by subway: 30 min (240yen) 
Take subway Meijo Line (purple line for Yagoto) from Yagotonisseki station and get off at 
Yagoto station. Transfer to Tsurumai Line (blue line for Fushimi, Kami Odai, Inuyama) and get 
off at Tsurumai station. Take exit 4 and walk along JR line, then you can find Tsurumai campus 
on your right.  
 
From Residence to School of Medicine (Tsurumai campus) by bus: 30 min (210yen) 
Take Nagoya city bus (Route Sakae 18) from Yagotonisseki bus stop and get off at 
Meidaibyoin. It is the 14th stop from Yagotonisseki. You can find our hospital just in front of you. 
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Map to International Residence Yamate South 
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Bus stop Myokencho Bus stop Yagotonisseki 

Yagotonisseki sta 
八事日赤駅 

Nagoya Red Cross Hospital 

① Get out of Exit 2 at Yagotonisseki sta. 

③ Cross the street and go straight 

⑤ Turn right and go behind Oumeikan 

Dormitory Yamate South 

Oumeikan 

② Go seeing Red Cross Hospital on your right 

④ Go up and you can find Oumeikan 

⑥ You can find Yamate South behind Oumeikan 

Exit 2 
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